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Three Years of Amnesty Education in California

IRCA Pre-Enrollment Appraisal Results
for New Californians

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS

Introduction
Over three million people applied for amnesty nationwide,

and more than half of the nation's applicants (1.6 million) were
fram California. The Immigration Reform and Control Act
(IRCA) of 1986 provided a one-time opportunity for people who
had bben living in the United States illegally to obtain legal
resident status and eventually qualify for citizenship.

There were two types of applicants:

"Pre-82s," who could prove they had resided continuously in
the United States since before 1982; and

Specia! Agricultural Workers ("SAWs"), who qualified if
they had worked in agricultural jobs for at least 90 days
between May 1985 and May 1986.

The Education Requirement
To achieve permanent resident status. Pre-82s were required

to demonstrate that they (1) had a minimal understanding of
English and U.S. history, or (2) were "satisfactorily pursuing" a
course of study (at least 40 hours of a 60-hour course).

SAWs were exempt from this educational requirement. but in
California and many other stares they were permitted and encour-
aged to attend amnesty education dosses.

Funding
Congress appropriated four billion dollars in State Legaliza-

tion Assistance Grant (SLIAG) funds for the four-year period
beginning in 1987. California's shank was $1.7 billion, but within
California, only $354 million was designated for education. a
relatively low allocation for education compared to other highly
impacted states.

Under IRCA. federal funding in tin; form of SLIAG grants
was mandated. Each state was required to allocate 30 percent of
its grant to education, public health, and public assistance (10%
each); the remaining 70 percent was allocated at the discretion of
individual states.

Progam Goals
Funds were awarded by the California Department of Educa-

tion (CDE) to education providers based on their ability to meet
two major goals in the following order of priority: 1) to serve

those needing a Certificate of Satisfactory Ramat for completion
of 40 hours of instruction to fulfill legalization requirementg and
2) to make available education and training that would enable
them to succeed in school, become more employable, and other-
wise realize their full potential as citizens of the United States.
(California State Plan. 1987)

The first goal has been largely meg however, there remain
approximately 100,000 Pre-82s still in need of a Certificate.
(CDE) Education beyond the minimum 40-hour requirement is
necessary to meet the second goal.

Enrollment
The amnesty education population had a strong impact on the

adult education system in California, doubling statewide enroll-
ment in ESL/Citizenship classes, and increasing the entire adult
education emollment by one-third. (CDE)

After four years of service, actual enrollment figures far
exceeded the estimates in the California State Plan: more than
one million amnesty students were served from 1987-1991. (See
Table 1.) (CDE)

Table 1
Projerted and Actual Enrollment by Year

87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91

Original CDE projection 900,000 over a three-year period

Revised State Plan projection 81,848 190,512 272,180

Actual enrollment by year 86,747 864,100 359,788 237,842

California Department of Education, Transition Ran, 199?

The peak year for amnesty enrollment was 1988-89. After
that, due to substantial fiscal and program restraints at the federal
and state levels, student enrollment fluctuated, even though there
was continuing demand for services. In the history of this
program, there has never been a match between funding and the
demand for services. In addition, many agencies have reported
that amnesty students are actually being served in non-amnesty
education programs. but they cannot be claimed or counted
because they are not identifying themselves as amnesty students.
(CDE)
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In the three-year period from 1988-1991. thepercentage of
SAW enrollment increased while the percentage of Pre-82 en-
rollment decreased. (See Table 2.)

Table 2
Pf11-82 vs. SAW Enrollment by Year

B7-08

Pro-82 SAW

No available data

8149 83% 17%

89-90 81% 19%

90-91 71% 29%

California Department of &whom
Transition Plan, 1W

Education Service Providers
The service delivery system for amnesty education in Cali-

fornia was uniqtx. Mom than 200 adult education agencies
representing three types of service providers panicipated: adult
schools, community-bated organizations, and community col-
leges.

Adult schools served the greatest number of students, fol-
lowed by community-based organizations, and community
colleges. (See Table 3.) (CDE)

Table 3

Enrollment by Provider Type

87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91

Adult Schools 92% 88% SO% 44%

Community-Based 8% 20% 34% 43%
Organizations

Community Colleges 2% 12% 16% 13%

California Deparonanf of Education, Transition Plan, 1991

Amnesty enrollment in community-based organizations in-
creased over time, which may have been the result of an
emphasis on outreach activities and, in some cases, complete
reliance on SLIAG funds to provide amnesty classes.

Community college enrollment was fairly consistentover the
three-year period from 1988 to 1991.

California's Data Management and
Reporting System

The mission of the Comprehensive Adult Student Assess-
ment System (CASAS) in relation to this program IN= to imple-
ment a statewide data management and reporting system. This
system:

documents student eligibility. background. and English lan-
guage proficiency for program placement: and

provides data to project edwational need.

The CASAS amnesty education database is the largest aduq
literacy database in the nation, with more than half a million

Pay 2

records (568.899) from dvee state fiscal years (October 1988-
June 1991).

Program and fiscal constraints prevented agencies from test-
ing all student= however. this database contains a substantial and
impressive number of student records. It is repiesentotiveof the
statewide enrollment in amnesty programs with respect to geo-
graphic :egion aml provider type. but not with respect to Pre-82s
and SAWs. Them wete proportionally mare SAW Pm-Emil-
meat Appaisal studentrecords received from amnesty providers
in each succeeding year as compared to CDE emolhnent figuros.

The following provides a demographic profile and assess-
ment results from this database.

Demographic Profile
Almost all students wae of Itspanic origin (99%) and spoke
Spazish as their native language.

The country of citizenship few mast students was Melia)
(88%) with El Salvador (7%) and Guatemala (3%) also
represented.

The SAWs were much younger than the Pre-82s: 66 percent
of the SAWs were in their teens or twenties.

Sixty-eight percent of the Pre-82s were married. SAWs were
less likely to be married (43%). (CASAS Survey, 1989)

Within the entire is) aim! population, approximately 60
percent were male. Among the Pre-82s, men and women
were repromented almost equally (54% and 46% respec-
tively). but SAWs were predominantly male (79%), perhaps
because they had qualified for amnesty as famiworkers who
were either single or unable to bring their families with them
to the United States. (See Fig= 1.)

Pm-SS SAW

N 298,110 N m 111,2311

Figural. Conan: Pfs-82 vs. SAW

Male

Female

More than half of the Pre-82s (64%)weir concentrated in the
greater Los Angeles area. There was a more equal distribution
of SAWs statewide. although 38 percent lived in the greater
Us Angeles area. (See Table 4.)

Table 4
Distribution by Geographic Area

LA County

LA Perimeter

Son Diego County

Bey Area

Central Valley

Balance of State

Pre-82

58%

6%

18%

7%

4%

7%

N 303,120

SAW

20%

lb%

3%
5%

10%

21%

N 119,501
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According to the CASAS Survey conducted in 1989. the
majority of the amnesty education population repined that
they were working full-time (85%). Most were employed in
entry-level or unskilled jobs requiring limited English skills.

By 1989-90. most of the SAWs had left agriculture (67%) and
almost all Pm-82s were no longeragricultunal workers (91%).
(CASAS Survey)

The CASAS Survey also found that very few were on any
type of public assistance.
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Educational Background
The amnesty population is extremely undereducated

The mean number of years of school completed in their native
country was 5.6.

About two-thirds (65%) of all students had attended six or
fewer years of school in their native country. Twenty-eight
percent had completed three or fewer years of school. These
results indicate that more than one-third were not literate in
their native language. (See Figure 2.)

4 4-6 7-9 10-12 13

Vests a/ Salmi 141 Native Comm

Figure 2. Years of School in Native Country

SAWs had completed more yeas of school in their native
country than Pm-82s. even though SAWs had qualified for
amnesty as agricultural workers.

Younger students had more years of education in their native
country.

The IRCA Pre-Enrollment Appraisal
The 1RCA Pre-Enrollment Appraisal was developed by

CASAS to astmss a person 's ability to apply basic language skills
in a functional context. Both listening and reading skills are
measured. A score of 215 on the !RCA Pre-Enrollment Appraisal
is the legislatively established literacy benchmark for this program.

Table 5
Interpreting CASAS Scores

< 2003 Difficulty with basic survival tasks

200-214 Able to pedorm some basic survival tasks

215-224 Able to perform most survival tasks

23+ Able to perform in routine work and
social situations.
(High school entry level reading skills)

IRCA Pre-Enrollment Appraisal Results
Amnesty students were far less proficient in English than was

previously asswned. Test results clearly demonstrate that most
amnesty students would have difficulty functioning successfully
in other than entry-level jobs. in most job training pogroms. and
in the community.

The mean IRCA reading appraisal score was 190 for all newly
enrolling students from fall 1988 to June 1991.

The mean IRCA listening appraisal score was 185.

200 200414 215-224 225+

CASAS Scaled Score

Figura 3. Reading sad Listening Appraisal Results
far New Enrolls=

Eighty-six percent scored below 215 in reading, and can be
considered functionally illiterate in English. (See Figum 3.)

Nearly 70 percent scored below 200 in reading or listening.
They would have difficulty:

- using the telephone

following simple oral or mitten instructions

- reading basic job-related information

Test score performance was nearly identical for Pre-82s and
SAWs.

Reading and Pstening test score performance were similar.

Over the three-year period, there was very little change in the
scores of newly enrolling students.
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Other Appraisal Findings
Older students had lower appraisal scores.

The more years of school completed in the na6ve cotmtry, the

higha the appraisal score.
Test scores were lowest in the Central Valley and highest in

the Bay Ama and the Los Angeles Perimeter..

Newly enrolling studatts in community colleges scored

highest in both reading and listening. (See Figure 43

Newly enrolling students in community-based organizations

scored lowest.

Aduft Conuounity- Ccomunity

Schools Based Collages

Organizations

(N 190.455) iN 1419,079) (N = 43,757*

Figure 4. Reading Appraisal Results
by Provider Type

Program Participation
A 1990-91 subsample of 7.870 amnesty students who at-

tended Adult Basic Education (ABE)/English as a Second Lan-

guage (ESL) pmgrams thatreceivesupplemental funding through

Section 321 of the federal Adult Basic Education Act provides

data that were not available from the Pre-Emollment Appraisal.
This amnesty subsample of the statewide sample will be referred

to as the -321 Amnesty Subsample." Fmdings should be inter-

preted with the understanding that students in the 321 Amnesty
Subsample were generally better educated andhad better English

skills when they enrolled than students in the entire Pm-Enroll-

ment Appraisal sample. Also, adult schools saved most of these
amnesty students (77%); very few were served by community-
based organizations (12%) ar community colleges (10%). Some

of the maths in this section are drawn from the CASAS Survey

of Newly Legalized Persons conducted in 1989 (N la 4,976).

More than half were first-time users of educational services

in the United States. (CASAS Survey)

Almost all amnesty students expressed interest in attending

future classes. (CASAS Survey)
Approximately 80 percent intend to apply for citizenship

(CASAS Survey)

Although many Pre-82s woe mandated to attend in order to

fulfill their education requirement for legalization, most
(79%) specified other reasons for enrolling. Most students

moiled to further their education or improve their job
situation. (321 Amnesty Subsample) (See Figure 5.)

Jab

N 7,1fta

Figure S. Reams for Enrolling

Most amnesty students (71%) attendedclasses in the evening

for an average of 12 hours of class per week. (321 Amnesty

Subsample)
On the average, it took five weeks for students tocomplete 60

hours of instructice.
information about hours of instruction was collected for 55

percent (N 4350) of the amnesty students in the 1990-91

321 subsample. Of these. most (79%) slaYed in Frograms
longer than the required 40 hours, and at least 63 percent
studied 100 hours or more, (321 Amnesty Subsample)

Classes offered had an average of 26 participants. (321

Amnesty Subsample)

More than half (51%) of these students were placed into pre-
beginning or beginning level ESL classes. (321 Amnesty

Subsample)

In the 321 Amnesty Subsample, 39 percent continued in

programs after an average of 100 hours of instruction.
Of those who left and who reported a reason for leaving

(N az 1,573), more than half (55%) had met their personal

goals for enrolling.

Achievement Test Results
The following results are from the subsample of amnesty

students enrolled in 321-funded ABE/ESL pmgmms who were

pre- and post-tested in reading in 1990-91 (N = 980). As noted
above, this subsample was generally better educated and had
substantially higher average reading pre-test scores (211) than

students in the entire IRCA Pre-Enml lmentAppraisal population
(190). Eighty-eightpercent of these students were served by adult

schools.
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144-tast mon

CI Wm gala
alter 100 Mum

2M-214 215+ 1401

04 229) (pi 5I IN 4851 1N119011)

Figure 5. PreiPost Reading Achievement Results

Amnesty students gained an average offive points in reading

after approximately 100 hours of ingructkm. (See Figtue 6.)

Amnesty students with the lowest pre-test scores made the

greatest gains.
The mean reading pre-test scores for amnesty students as
compared to all ESL students in 321 programs were almost

the same: 211 and 2104 respectively, on the CASAS scale.

Amnesty student reading gains (5 points) were slightly
water than for all ESL students in the statewide 321 sample

(4 points).

Available dam suggest that amnesty studentswho were post-

tested after fewer than 60 hours of instruction (N = 68) made

smaller gains (an average of 2.5 points in reading), while
those who were post-tested after approximately 100 Jews
achieved greater gains (5 points). This finding should be
interpreted with caution since the numberof cases of students

who were post-tested after fewer than 60 hours is relatively

small.
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Summary
These are hopeful years for the amnesty population. Most am

young, just getting started in life. They are building families and

are caumiued to helping their child= get a beuereducation than

they received. They are hardworking and highly motivated to

improve their job skills.

"Our greatest obstacle is our greatest need: to learn
English. There is discrimination, low pay. bad jobs for
those who don' ; Teak English."

Immigrant Voices. CDE

The low tea results presented in this report show that the

amnesty population is in need of language instruction, and that

they havecleirly benefited trom theinstniction they have already

received. Education is of great importance to this population to

empower them as contributing residents and future citizens.


